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Age-dependent movement disorder caused by degeneration 
of certain neurons in the brain 

Millions of patients worldwide 

Annual cost of treatment and care runs into billions of dollars
www.aaos.org
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Biological problems can be studied at 
two different levels

MACROSCALE

MICROSCALE
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MACROSCALE methods are typically
time consuming

expensive

labor intensive
not suitable for high-throughput screenings (HTS)

MICROSCALE methods are more efficient since they 
require less space

offer greater control

can be automated 

can facilitate HTS
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Biological problems can be studied at 
two different levels
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HTS assays accelerate study of disease 
mechanisms and drug discovery
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Time

Speed of analysis

Equipment
and labor cost

Validation
rate

HTS
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HTS accelerates study of disease 
mechanisms and drug discovery

small size

ease of handling

rapid growth

large brood size

availability of sensitive and efficient screening 
protocols

low cost of operation
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Prerequisites for HTS in multicellular animals include

Speed of analysis

Equipment
and labor cost

Validation
rate

HTS
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C. elegans (worm) is an excellent model organism 
for HTS-based study of human diseases
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C. elegans (worm) is an excellent model organism 
for HTS-based study of human diseases

small size (1 mm long & ~1,000 somatic cells)

short generation time (3 days from egg to 
adult)

transparency

simple food requirement (E. coli bacteria)
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Experimental advantages include -
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A 6 mm culture plate containing millions 
of worms costs less than 5 cents!

Experimental advantages include -
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C. elegans human disease models

Cancer

Polycystic kidney disease 

Bacterial and fungal infections

Muscle disease (Duchenne’s Muscular Dystrophy)

Neurodegenerative diseases (Alzheimer’s and 
Parkinson’s diseases)
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Successful models include -
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Conventional “plate-based” HTS in C. elegans
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Adopted from Artal-Sanz et al., 2006
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Conventional “plate-based” HTS in C. elegans

Study of genes and drug targets

cell proliferation (Cancer)
protein aggregation (Neurodegenerative 
diseases)
fat metabolism (Obesity)
oxidative stress (Longevity)
bacterial and fungal infection (Immunity)
Hypertension 
action of drugs (e.g., antidepressant 
fluoxetine “Prozac”)
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Limitations of conventional HTS
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Parkinson’s disease model

Protein aggregation

Neuronal death

Disease (e.g., PD)
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Limitations of conventional HTS

Need for suitable markers

Manual analysis of 

phenotype (labor intensive)

Subjective

Time consuming

Higher cost

Low/medium throughput
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Parkinson’s disease model

Protein aggregation

Neuronal death

Disease (e.g., PD)
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Microfluidic approach can accelerate 
HTS-based studies in C. elegans

The science and 
technology of systems/
processes to manipulate 
minuscule quantity of 
fluids in micro size 
channels and environment

12

What is microfluidics?
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The science and 
technology of systems/
processes to manipulate 
minuscule quantity of 
fluids in micro size 
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Advantages of microfluidic systems for 
HTS in C. elegans

Size of worm is comparable to microfluidic 
channels, i.e., in the range of tens to 
hundreds micron

require tiny volumes of liquids/chemicals

allow better control of experimental 
conditions (e.g., temperature)

can be easily automated thereby accelerating 
analysis and minimizing human error

easy to maintain and have low operating cost

13

molecules in a channel. Suppose a channel is present and it is filled up with some buffer 
and some charged molecules like proteins or DNA are introduced at one end. When 
voltage is applied, the charged molecules will move in the electric field and their mobility 
depends on their size, charge etc. Molecules of different sizes, for example different sizes 
of DNA, can be separated by moving them in the channel. This has been demonstrated 
using microfluidic channels in early 1990s. 
For this application the PDMS channel is fabricated and sealed. Sealing can be 
accomplished using another PDMS layer. Attachment of PDMS to PDMS can be done by 
a process called bonding. Finally the device can be realized.  
 
PDMS channels 

Channel cross-section: 50 micron wide X 30 
micron deep 
 
The devices made in our laboratory using PDMS are shown in the above picture. These 
devices are transparent so that channels can be seen. The channel cross section is 
50micron by 30micron. Complicated patterns can also be made and the patterns can be 
viewed under microscope. The whole device is sealed and the fluid can be injected from 
one end and it fills up the entire channel without leaking out and it can be observed under 
the microscope.  
 
Fabrication of master for PDMS channels: 
 
Master devices can be made using silicon or SU8 but sometimes the etching is poor as 
shown in Pic (a). Channels made with SU8 master are shown in Pic (b). In Pic (c) it can 
be seen that the device is attached to PDMS coated glass using plasma bonding. It is also 
possible to do soft bonding which is reversible. Cross channels are seen in Pic (d) and (e). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(a)Silicon Master            (b) SU-8 master 

V.  Venkataraman, IISc

P. Rezai et al. 2010
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Microfluidic technology and applications 
in C. elegans

Mechanosensory response

Chemosensory response

Olfactory response

Automated microsurgery

Automated phenotyping and screening

Cell morphology and gene expression analysis

Long-term culture and chemical exposure

14
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Microfluidic technology and applications 
in C. elegans: Overview of approaches

Random movement
Micro growth chamber
Immobilization

Anesthetic-based (CO2 gas) 
Temperature-based
Pressure-based

15
For each half cycle, worms push off posts on either side of its body.
After a full cycle, worms have traversed approximately a full
wavelength along the diagonal direction (Fig. 2), allowing worms
to ‘‘swim’’ with minimal slip. As expected with this mechanism of
locomotion, a worm’s swimming speed in the post array is linearly
proportional to its oscillation frequency (Fig. 5).

C. elegans is mechanosensitive [2]. To determine if mechan-
osensitivity is involved in the enhanced locomotion through the
microfluidic structure, we tested a variety of mechanosensory
mutants and found that mec-4(e1339) and mec-10(e1515) showed no
differences in movement on agar or in bulk fluids when compared
to wild-type worms, but performed at reduce speeds in the grid,
failing to sustain the enhanced swimming pattern even though
they were the same size as the wild-type worms (Fig. 4).
Phenotypically mec-4 and mec-10 mutants are defective to ‘‘gentle’’
touches. For example mec-4 and mec-10 worms fail to respond to a
light touch applied manually with an eyelash, while wild-type
worms will respond by accelerating forward or backward
depending on the placement of the stimulus. Physiologically
MEC-4 and MEC-10 are core subunits of the same mechan-
osensitive channel [11,12], and so have a similar mechanosensory
defect and produce similar behavior in the microstruture.
Apparently, wild-type worms can sense the posts through this
‘‘gentle’’ touch transduction pathway while they are moving
through the post array and respond by increasing their oscillation
speed. Worms clearly are relying on the transduction of touch in
their navigation of the microstructure and probably utilize this
sensory pathway more routinely and subtly in their normal
movements than we have expected previously.

Discussion

The understanding of the self-powered motion of organisms
through microfabricated structures is the first step towards their
use in scientific and in bioengineering applications [13]. Even
though the natural environment of C. elegans is more complex than
our microstructures, we believe that a better understanding of the
worm’s natural movements can be revealed by studying its
behavior in microfabricated structures as described here. We have
shown that novel swimming behavior emerges when worms are
challenged with an array of posts in a microfluidic environment.
This is a surprising mode of locomotion that would not have been

Figure 2. Multiple exposure of a worm performing enhanced swimming in an agar post array. (a) The picture contains 10 time-lapse
images taken at 5 Hz, with worms swimming right to left. Post diameter is 300 microns, post spacing is 475 microns center-to-center, and post height
is 110 microns. Starting at post 1, worm then contacts post 2 at half cycle, and finally post 3 for a complete cycle. Scale bar = 1 mm. (b) an isometric
schematic of the worm motion as it moves in the microfabricated grid.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0002550.g002

Figure 3. Enhanced swimming speed versus post spacing. The
speed of worms moving persistently along the diagonal of the post
array as shown in Fig. 3, was calculated by measuring the center of
mass of the worm as a function of time and taking the discrete
derivative. Error bars indicate the standard error.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0002550.g003

C. elegans Locomotion

PLoS ONE | www.plosone.org 3 June 2008 | Volume 3 | Issue 6 | e2550

Park et al., 2008; Lockery et al. 2008
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Microfluidic technology and applications 
in C. elegans: Overview of approaches

Random movement
Micro growth chamber
Immobilization

Anesthetic-based (CO2 gas) 
Temperature-based
Pressure-based

16 Hulme et al., 2010
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Microfluidic technology and applications 
in C. elegans: Overview of approaches

Random movement
Micro growth chamber
Immobilization
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Temperature-based
Pressure-based
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Chung et al., 2008
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Microfluidic technology and applications 
in C. elegans: Overview of approaches
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Hulme et al., 2007
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Microfluidic technology and applications 
in C. elegans: Overview of approaches

Random movement
Micro growth chamber
Immobilization

Anesthetic-based (CO2 gas) 
Temperature-based
Pressure-based
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These systems do not 
manipulate locomotion, an 
innate behaviour of worms, 
that relies on intact neural 
and motor components 
and their interactions
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Stimulus-based approach 
offers an attractive alternative for 

manipulating locomotion and 
behaviour of worms in microfluidic 

HTS assays

20
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Potential stimuli 

Food/odour (attractive and repulsive)

Temperature (repulsive at high temp.)

Light (repulsive)

Magnetic field (slow/reduced movement?)

Electric field (attractive)
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Microfluidic electrotaxis as a tool to 
study movement disorders in C. elegans
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Experimental setup

Rezai et al., Lab Chip, 2010
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Microfluidic electrotaxis as a tool to 
study movement disorders in C. elegans
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Normal
DC

Neuronal
defect

Muscle
defect

Normal
DC & AC

Rezai et al., Lab Chip, 2010 and Appl. Phys. Lett., 2010
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Electrotactic response in microfluidic 
channel is rapid, sensitive, robust, benign, 

and fully penetrant
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Microfluidic electrotaxis could be used to 
study neurodegenerative and movement 

disorders in worms
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Electrotactic response in microfluidic 
channel is rapid, sensitive, robust, benign, 

and fully penetrant

Microfluidic electrotaxis could be used to 
study neurodegenerative and movement 

disorders in worms

Electric field is easy to set up and scalable
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Applications of microfluidic electrotaxis 
in C. elegans

Low cost, automated, and efficient chips for 

worm sorting

worm collection

detecting toxic substances (biosensors)

drug discovery assays
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Results and discussion

Movement and electrotaxis of C. elegans in microchannels

Previous studies reported that C. elegans respond to electrical

signals on open agar gel surfaces and move towards the negative

pole.28,29 It was shown that this behavior is mediated by certain

amphid sensory neurons that are sensitive to direction and

strength of the electrical signal.29 These studies focused on only

adult worms and showed that the animals moved at an angle

towards the negative pole. Furthermore, it was shown that the

angle of their path increased with the magnitude of the electric

field. The microchannel format, as it is used here, allows electric

streamlines to be confined and directed along the axis of the

channel and provides a simple well-controlled format to study

and understand the electrotaxis of C. elegans.

The experimental setup used in this study is shown in Fig. 1a.

Straight microchannels (5 cm long and 80 mm deep) with varying

widths of 2 mm, 1 mm, 500 mm, 300 mm, and 150 mm with

electrodes instrumented in their reservoirs (Fig. 1b) were fabri-

cated using soft lithography method33 (see Experimental section

for fabrication process). Synchronized C. elegans (see Experi-

mental section) of various age and size, from L1 (!250 mm long)

to young adult (!1 mm long), were loaded individually into

the microchannels filled with M9 buffer and positioned in the

central section (2.5 cm away from each electrode) using a syringe

pump. In the absence of a stimulus, the animals had random

movement in the microchannel (n " 20). In some instances, we

observed that after traveling a certain distance in one direction,

animals turned and moved in the opposite direction. In two cases

animals exited the channel after spending 5 min inside the

channel. The microdevice with 300 mm wide microchannel

appeared to be the most optimum in our assays because it guided

movement along the channel axis without any obvious physical

confinement and eliminated any perpendicular motion of the

worms. The 150 mm wide microchannel was too narrow and

appeared to interfere with worms’ normal swimming behavior

and hence was not used.34

The above setup allowed us to examine the response of worms

to an electric field. We found that in the presence of low-voltage

electric fields, worms exhibited electrotaxis and moved in

a directed manner towards the negative pole. To rule out the

influence of electrokinetic flows (electrophoresis as well as electro-

osmosis), dead worms (see Experimental section) were loaded

individually into the channels filled with M9 solution and

positioned in the middle section (2.5 cm away from the electrodes)

using a syringe pump. A wide range of electric field strengths

(1–20 V cm#1) was applied across the channel that showed that

electrokinetic flow above 13 V cm#1 was able to move dead worms

towards the anode. No change in the morphology of dead worms

was observed during this process. Furthermore, we found that the

electrokinetic effects (electrophoresis of the worm and electro-

osmosis of fluid) had no significant role in the movement of worms

below 13 V cm#1 in these confined geometries.

To characterize the electrotactic behavior in more detail,

synchronized animals of different stages (from L1 to young adult)

were introduced into the microchannel. A wide range of electric

fields (1–12 V cm#1) was applied across the channel and movement

of animals was monitored. We observed that early stage animals

(L1 and L2) displayed no obvious response to the feasible electric

field (1–12 V cm#1) since they continued to swim randomly

regardless of the direction and presence of the field. At later stages

(L3 onwards), animals responded robustly to the electric field

within a certain range that was different for each stage and

exhibited directed movement towards the negative pole [see

supplementary movie 1, ESI†]. A careful examination revealed

that their swimming pattern was typical of unexposed animals in

a liquid environment except that the response was directional. This

suggests that the electric field does not distort body bends rather it

simply induces swimming behavior. Below the minimum

threshold, the movement was found to be random whereas above

themaximum threshold, worms appeared paralyzed although they

resumed swimming upon the removal of the electric field

suggesting that the effect was reversible. Using a length scale,

fabricated alongside the microchannel (Fig. 1b), we measured the

speed under an effective electric field range of response. The

finding that only older worms responded to the electric field

suggests that this behavior is developmentally regulated and is

likely to be mediated by certain differentiated cell types that may

be absent (or immature) at earlier L1 and L2 stages. Other

possibility could be that early stage animals respond to electric fields

above 12V cm#1 that is beyond the feasible range in our setup. These

results demonstrate for the first time that older larvae and young

adults of C. elegans respond to electric field in a liquid environment

inside the microchannel and move in a directed manner.

Effect of age on electrotaxis

The developmental response of worms to the electric field

stimulus led us to characterize it in further detail. Fig. 2 shows

Fig. 3 The effect of electric field on different stages ofC. elegans. The L3

stage worms (385–528 mm long, dark rectangles) responded to electric

fields above 4 V cm#1 with a speed range of 100 to 216 mm s#1. The L4

stage worms (534–725 mm long, clear rhombuses) responded to electric

fields between 4 and 10 V cm#1 with a speed range of 220 to 340 mm s#1.

Due to the partial paralysis at 12 V cm#1, the speed of L4 stage worms was

reduced. The young adults (920–1050 mm long, dark circles) had the

lowest effective electric field range (2–4 V cm#1) since they were paralyzed

above 4 V cm#1. Within the effective range, their speed ranged between

296 and 471 mm s#1. The upper threshold electric field was not observed

for L3 stage worms due to the upper limit of allowable field without

electrokinetic flow.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010 Lab Chip, 2010, 10, 220–226 | 223

Rezai et al., Lab Chip, 2010
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Applications of microfluidic electrotaxis 
in C. elegans

Low cost, automated, and efficient chips for 

worm sorting

worm collection

detecting toxic substances (biosensors)

drug discovery assays

25Rezai et al., Lab Chip, 2010
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Microfluidic electrotaxis as a drug 
discovery tool in C. elegans
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HTS of chemicals for movement disorders such 
as Duchenne’s Muscular Dystrophy (DMD) and 

Parkinson’s disease (PD)
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Microfluidic electrotaxis as a drug 
discovery tool in C. elegans
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HTS of chemicals for movement disorders such 
as Duchenne’s Muscular Dystrophy (DMD) and 

Parkinson’s disease (PD)

4 pairs of dopamine (DA) neurons

Degeneration/loss of DA neurons 
causes PD-like symptoms in worms, 

i.e., abnormal movement and behaviour
© 2001 Terese Winslow, Lydia Kibiuk
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Microfluidic electrotaxis as a drug 
discovery tool in C. elegans
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4 pairs of dopamine (DA) neurons

C. elegans PD model

Exposure of worms to certain neurotoxins (e.g., MPTP) induces 
PD-like symptoms (due to the loss/degeneration of DA neurons)

Control Toxin-treated Control Toxin-treated
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Microfluidic electrotaxis as a drug 
discovery tool in C. elegans
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C. elegans PD model shows abnormal 
electrotaxis behaviour

Toxin-treated 
worm

Electrotaxis

Abnormal 
response
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Microfluidic electrotaxis as a drug 
discovery tool in C. elegans
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C. elegans PD model shows abnormal 
electrotaxis behaviour

Toxin-treated 
worm

Electrotaxis

Abnormal 
response

Exposure to 
neuroprotective 

chemicals

Improved 
responseElectrotaxisToxin-treated 

worm
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Microfluidic electrotaxis for HTS of 
neuroprotective chemicals in C. elegans
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Integrated chips for 
growth, chemical exposure 

and electrotaxis assays
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Microfluidic electrotaxis for HTS of 
neuroprotective chemicals in C. elegans
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Integrated chips for 
growth, chemical exposure 

and electrotaxis assays
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